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I. Letter to the Reader
On the Concept and Origin
Dear Reader,
The impetus for this project derives from the recognition of just how removed the postal and community development systems are from each other. In some ways this makes sense as the historical business of the postal service
is to delivery goods and information- not to address the social, physical and economic well being of communities.
Yet the sheer physical presence and proximity of the postal system may merit questioning historical logic and the
status quo.
While running a non-profit focused on underutilized real estate and community health, the inspiration for this question came to me in a moment of contemplation gazing out my office window at Hamilton Avenue in Pittsburgh’s east
end. Hamilton Avenue is a rare industrial sanctuary serving as a zipper between two distinct neighborhoods. To the
northeast, is Larimer- a neighborhood hit hard by urban diaspora, disinvestment, gang violence, and drug epidemics
resulting in blighted property, distressed social systems, and marginalized neighborhoods. To the southwest- East
Liberty is the fastest growing residential and commercial real estate market in the region, perhaps even the state. At
the terminus of Hamilton Avenue, where East Liberty and Larimer join sits the Broad Street Station- a United States
Post Service Office and Vehicle Maintenance Facility. This facility, positioned at the crossroads of wealth and poverty, consists of five acres of roof top and parking lot servicing vehicles that visit every home in proximity and hosting
users from across the socio-economic strata.
Considering the context of place and the flow of traffic and commerce combined with physical proximity, it is enticing
to think about what more could happen at that type of space. How can the strategic location, expansive distribution
network and gravitational pull of the postal service be leveraged to better support communities amidst transition?
That question is what seeded the idea to begin evaluating how and where postal facilities can adapt and even be
re-envisioned to serve as a resource for helping provide communities what they need. This Heinz College Capstone
Project is the first step of that effort - and one of the first examinations of its kind. Many thanks to the The Heinz
College, Metro 21 Smart Cities Institute, The Buhl Foundation, The City of Pittsburgh, and The United States Postal
Services for their collaboration in exploring this concept.
In service,
Andrew Butcher, Executive Fellow
Project Advisor / Client Liaison
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II. Executive Summary
The United States Postal Service (USPS) has been an important and consistent platform for community stability as it is
the only service that reaches every U.S. household nearly every day. As the USPS changes its strategy to remain competitive in an increasingly digital world, it can use its resources to meet its mission of delivering mail and simultaneously
improve community outcomes. Combining forces of community leadership and USPS’ massive real estate/delivery network leads to new initiatives that improve community resilience (which is defined as the ability of a community to appropriate available resources in order to respond to, weather, and bounce back from adverse situations) while maintaining a
cost-neutral or positive financial outcome for the USPS. In order to figure out how we could use the USPS network and
facilities to improve communities, we went through three phases of research:
1. Conducted research to see what initiatives already existed and what community needs are. Began to define
priority places and at-risk communities by implementing a GIS mapping strategy that illustrated different factors of
vulnerability.
2. Identified what could be done in at-risk communities and vulnerable locations through an extensive brainstorming
and interview process. Conducted feasibility assessments on different options for partnerships and pilot programs
considering federal law and community needs.
3. Finalized a menu of solutions based on our findings of what was needed and what was feasible.
We have come up with the following solutions that balance the USPS and
community needs and priorities. We Created a list of small scale solutions
(virtually cost free), in addition to designing larger scale solutions meant for
pilot projects. All solutions kept in mind the framework of community partners, and adhere to resiliency goals. Our solutions fell into three categories:
food, environment, and technology.
Food:
• Partner with local food banks to offer a box delivery
program for elderly and homebound residents.
• Offer space to local food banks for micro warehousing for emergency
food-aid and increased food collection purposes.
• Use USPS parking lots for farmers’ markets and mobile food
Environment:
• Add air quality monitoring devices to Postal Service vehicles.
• Expand installation of solar panels on the roofs of facilities.
Technology:
• Provide high speed Internet access to vulnerable communities by
building partnerships with private telecom providers, or installing WiFi
hotspots.

USPS Quick Facts
Real Estate:

35,005 Total Facilities

23,184 Leased Facilities
8,448 Owned Facilities

Service:

157.3 million Delivery Points
90.6 million City Points
44.4 million Rural Points
229,180 Routes

Vehicles:
230,939 Total Vehicles
205,997 Delivery and Collection
Vehicles

This paper explores these solutions at length in the context of the US Postal system and best practices in community
resilience - in an effort to consider the feasibility of the solutions, and possible pilot projects. Previous work through the
Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has looked in depth at potential partnerships. Our goal is to add onto the OIG’s
work, and find new potential linkages for the USPS to pursue. Critical to our work is limiting possibilities to what we truly
feel is feasible, both within reason of the law and given financial constraints. In the future, USPS may be able to implement some of these solutions to address community vulnerability.
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III. Introduction
Problem Statement

The goal of this project is to develop innovative methods to improve community resilience by repurposing the
United States Postal Service (USPS) networks and facilities. The nature of this project is to bring three overlapping
domains together: the Postal Service through its facilities and networks, municipalities and local governments, and
community organizations/initiatives. The area of focus represents the joint interests of all three entities (as shown
below in Figure 1).
Figure 1. Venn Diagram of Interests and Intersection

The USPS has a mandate to service every household in the U.S., leading to a tremendous financial and network
strain that doesn’t apply to other delivery and logistics firms. This is especially true in remote areas, where operations may already be under financial strain. By combining interests and collaborating with local stakeholders, the
USPS has the opportunity to address issues with vulnerable facilities (defined as facilities slated for closure or
cutbacks in hours) while simultaneously improving at-risk communities. Constructing a reliable model to test pilot
programs will help the community while maintaining a cost-neutral or positive financial outcome for the USPS.
In addition, at-risk communities continue to be affected by systemic poverty, unemployment, and challenges to
education and economic opportunity. While there is a robust community support infrastructure to addresses these
challenges, there remains a gap in resources available to these organizations. Adapting and repurposing USPS
facilities/network will help address this gap.
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Project Roadmap
Figure 2 presents the methodology for our research and analysis. The process begins by selecting a region of
focus, finding community partners and USPS facilities, and then narrowing down potential partnerships or pilot
programs that align with community needs and facility/network availability.
Our project identifies the Pittsburgh Northside as the region of focus, and incorporates the principles of One
Northside (through the Buhl Foundation) and OnePGH. Both organizations are strongly aligned towards strengthening communities through local development and initiatives that focus on community resilience.

Figure 2. Project Roadmap
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Quick Overview: Why USPS?
One of the strengths of using USPS to increase the
efficiency of community programs is that the Postal
Service boasts an impressive physical delivery
network and extensive physical presence as the
largest brick and mortar retailer in the U.S. It is the
only service that reaches every single household six
days a week, and has an accessible physical location
near or in all communities. The presence of USPS in
communities is unmatched by any other delivery
company or household service.
There is a logical connection in using this vast service
to improve communities. The buildings are staples
in neighborhoods and offer several social benefits in
addition to boosting local economies. In smaller
communities, post offices are often in the center of
downtown and main street areas. Other small businesses populate around post offices, and foot traffic
from the post office brings customers to the local
businesses. The presence of the USPS fosters
commerce and growth within communities.1
Aside from brick and mortar buildings, USPS has
created an extensive network and status through its
parcel delivery program. The importance of the USPS
network is proven by its last-mile delivery service.
Last-mile delivery is the last step of delivery between
distribution centers and customers, effectively the final
“leg” of a package’s journey from company to
customer. Growth in consumer preference towards
e-commerce purchasing has created a complex delivery market, and led to increased importance in lastmile delivery. To meet demand, USPS has
separated its last-mile delivery service into its own
revenue stream, and an attractive option for other
shipping companies. This demonstrates how truly extensive the postal facility network is; private companies

have outsourced their final delivery to the USPS due
to its incredibly connected, consistent, and reliable
delivery service to all U.S. households. In addition to
the large-scale reach and economic impact of facilities
and delivery networks, the USPS offers multiple social
benefits. Free check-ins on the elderly and delivery of
medicine provide safety for the elderly, mail carriers
act as a version of the neighborhood watch/response
team in natural disasters, and recycling centers aid
environmental efforts.2 Due to the variety of social
benefits it provides, it is clear that the post office has a
strong significance in communities.
With that in mind, it is a logical next step to incorporate post office facilities and delivery networks into our
framework for improving community resilience. Using
existing infrastructure to focus on initiatives designed
to help people offers the opportunity to improve vulnerable communities while simultaneously generating
traffic that will keep post offices operational. The postal
service receives no tax dollars for operating expenses
and relies on the sale of postage, products, and services to fund its operations. Implementing partnerships
and exploring new opportunities helps the community
further realize the benefits of the Postal Service in
capacities other than the ones described above, creating new ways generate revenue and keep facilities
operational.
One inspiration for applying community resilience in
our project was the principles of Gehl Architects, an
urban research and design consulting firm. They focus
on creating mutually beneficial relationships between
people and their environment to improve health and
quality of life outcomes.3 Incorporating those principles
into USPS operations and strategies will lead to better
outcomes for communities and the postal service.
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Community Partners
One Northside Initiative

The Northside refers to the region located to the north of the Allegheny and Ohio Rivers in Pittsburgh. We
chose the Northside as our area of research, and pursued insights from the Buhl Foundation through their One
Northside Initiative (ONS) launched in 2013. The goal of the One Northside initiative is to improve the 18
neighborhoods on the Northside of Pittsburgh. The One Northside Initiative prides itself on listening to all voices in
the community, which is an important aspect of our research.
ONS addresses needs in the community by establishing a framework that separates issues into five categories,
or pillars. The Five Pillars represent larger systemic issues that communities face. By separating these issues into
pillars and further specifying small scale problems, actionable plans can be implemented that improve the
community as a whole. The Five Pillars developed by ONS as given in Figure 3 can be applied to other regions.
Figure 3. The Five Pillars of One Northside
We examined the pillars to find potential
uses of USPS resources that aligned with
ONS initiatives. Keeping in mind the capabilities of the USPS facilities and network,
we decided to focus on one of the pillars,
health, in the context of access to food.
Food insecurity and food deserts are a priority for Buhl Foundation and ONS efforts
in the year 2018, and thus guided one of
our main topics of focus. Additionally, we
provide solutions that touch on other goals
of the One Northside initiative in the areas
of environment and technology.
OnePGH Resilience Strategy and P4 Framework
In addition to One Northside and the Buhl Foundation, OnePGH is growing its “future city” initiative, highlighting
and expanding advanced achievements in healthcare, robotics, and artificial intelligence. The OnePGH Resilience
Strategy is a plan proposed by the City of Pittsburgh, aiming to establish its roles as a global leader in the above
mentioned areas. A key focus of OnePGH is to continually coordinate at-risk communities and residents in Pittsburgh with improvement programs, leading to opportunities for prosperity and progress.
OnePGH Resilience Strategy is informed by the P4 framework - People, Place, Planet and Performance.4 The
goals of each component of the framework are as follows:
• People: The City of Pittsburgh is engaging people living in separate neighborhoods to contribute and enjoy
thriving communities outside of their immediate neighborhood. Encouraging residents to participate in other
communities improves equal access to resources and opportunities.
• Place: Pittsburgh is investing in redesigning, scaling, and maintaining the city’s infrastructure to fix transportation problems, increase green spaces, and maintain public places.
• Planet: Pittsburgh is ensuring better use of resources and reducing pollution to improve long-term environmental health in the city.
• Performance: Pittsburgh is working closely with neighbors and partners to improve entrepreneurship, civic
engagement, and collaboration between social groups.
This strategy is a good framework for improving collaborations between the USPS and community programs.
Tenets of OnePGH include improved coordination among government and non-government organizations, better
budgeting and capital coordination city-wide, adoption of resilience practices at all levels, and increased resident
engagement and empowerment.5 Community partners are crucial to determine what cities need, and how to best
incorporate those needs into a solution. The focus of our project is heavily weighted on the Planet component of
the P4 framework, looking specifically to improve Pittsburgh’s energy efficiency and clean air outcomes.
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IV. USPS Facts, Figures, and Policies
Summary Statistics

Table 1 below provides national level statistics for the U.S. Postal Service for the year 2017. The USPS network
covers both urban and rural areas in the nation for residential and business deliveries, with city delivery routes being
the highest. The USPS facilities occupy either owned, leased, or General Services Administration (GSA) properties, with most of the facilities being leased. In 2017, there were 18 real estate properties that were disposed, i.e.
total, partial, and complete sales of the property, and 69 new properties constructed. The USPS has a large nationwide network, with 157 million delivery points over 229,000 routes and 231,000 vehicles in use. From 2015 to 2017,
the Postal Service increased the number of delivery points and routes but the number of post offices decreased.
Table 1. USPS National Level Statistics
Finance
Revenue

69.6 billion

Net Loss

2.7 billion

Real Estate
Post Offices

35,005

Owned Properties

8,448
(191.7 million sq. ft)

Leased Properties

23,184
(78.3 million sq. ft)

GSA/Other Govt.
Properties

285
(1.8 million sq. ft)

Service
Delivery Points

157.3 million

City

90.6 million

Rural

44.4 million

Routes

229,180

City

143,937

Rural

75,433

Total Vehicles

230,939

Delivery and collection (0.25-2.5 tons)

205,997

Mail transport (tractors and trailers)

5,379

Mail Transport (3-9 tons)

2,080
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USPS Governance
The U.S. Postal Service is governed by a Board of Governors which includes the Postmaster General, Deputy Postmaster General, and 9 independent Governors. All 9-seats have been vacant since December 2016. Due to vacancies, some of the roles of the Board of Governors, namely introduction of new products/services, cannot legally be
performed at this time.
The role of the Board of Governors is to provide a strategic vision for the USPS while the agency fulfills its mission to
“bind the Nation together through the personnel, educational, literary, and business correspondence of the people.”6
However, the strategic vision developed by the Board needs to be approved by the Postal Regulatory Commission
(PRC). The Postal Regulatory Commission is an independent agency that was also established during the Postal
Reorganization Act of 1970 and has regulatory oversight over the Postal Service.7
In addition to the PRC, Congress also plays a key role in decisions related to the U.S. Postal Service. Congress conducts oversight hearings on the Postal Service. They typically defer to Board of Governor’s legal authority to run the
Postal Service and only intervene when necessary.
The Board of Governors, PRC, and Congress are three of the major entities that are involved in the USPS decision-making process. However, as Figure 4 shows, there are several other entities that the USPS interacts with and
that have oversight over USPS decisions. The ideas discussed in the next several sections are also subject to these
multiple levels of oversight (for further information on governance, see Appendix A).
Figure 4. The USPS Stakeholders
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Key Policies and Limitations
It is unrealistic to imagine any new initiative without
considering the relevant policy and limitations. The
mission of the USPS was shaped by laws. According
to the United States Code (USC), “the USPS shall be
operated as a basic and fundamental service provided
to the people by the Government of the United States,
authorized by the Constitution, and created by an Act of
Congress.”8
The above rule requires the USPS to provide prompt,
reliable service in all areas, even if it means operating
at a loss. It also demands that the cost of maintaining
the facilities shall not impair the quality of service. The
universal service provision is not the only relevant
legislative restriction; the Post Office Accountability and
Enhancement Act (PAEA) passed in December 2006 is
the main legislative barrier relevant to this project.
Post Office Accountability and Enhancement
Act (PAEA)
One of the most important changes made by the PAEA
is the distinction of postal and non-postal services.
Before the Act, the USPS provided both postal and
non-postal services to generate revenue. However,
since the PAEA, the USPS needs clear permission
from the PRC for any non-postal service they provide,
limiting the core business of the USPS to delivering
mail and parcels (refer to Appendix B for further
details).
By 2008, two years after the enactment of PAEA, the
PRC was required to examine all non-postal services
and decide which to keep and which to terminate.
Decisions were based on public needs for the service,
market size, whether or not other private firms could
satisfy service needs, and how intense the competition
would be if the USPS entered the market. For more information on which services were kept and which were
terminated, see Appendix B.
The Postal Regulatory Commission released its Review
of Non-postal Services Under the Postal Accountability
and Enhancement Act in 2008.9 The document provided detailed evidence from financial records, application
of the USPS, opinions from third parties and a market
survey to determine which services should be categorized as non-postal services and which can be approved to continue operating. A full table summarizing
all services renewed by the PRC from 2006-2008 can
be found in Appendix B.

Facility-Related Regulation
Rules regarding how USPS facilities can be designed,
operated, and maintained are crucial for the creative
reuse of surplus space,especially mail security. Mail
security is one of the top priorities of the Postal Service,
and there are complex practices and guidelines to
ensure the security of both mail and staff in the USPS
facilities.10 As mentioned in the Best Practices for
Income and Outgoing Operations, the USPS demonstrates a preference towards minimal exposure of
the facility to the public and strict control of all USPS
personnel.11
Activities that require use of facility space dedicated to
processing are harder to achieve. Most of the facility
space belongs to mail processing areas, which usually
contain a sorting center, workroom, and warehouses.
Space that is not used for mail processing typically contains a small lobby, where postal services and goods
are sold to the public. Lobby regulations state that
operations cannot obstruct access to emergency exits,
a consideration for programs that require lobby use.

Example of Facility Use

Micro Warehousing Opportunities

One successful example of using facility space in
the postal facilities is micro-warehousing. In 2014,
the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) wrote a
report explaining the market of micro-warehousing,
the benefits it could bring to the Postal Service, and
the legal evidence for pursuing the service. The
report argued that the service could contribute to
bettering the financial condition of the USPS.12
Even though the PAEA prohibited the USPS from
starting new non-postal services, a regulation introduced to Congress, named the Innovate to Deliver
Act of 2013 (H.R 2690), advised to “authorize the
USPS to expand non-postal services if they met
certain criteria including utilizing the Postal Service’s
process, transportation, delivery or retail network or
its technology”.13 It enabled the USPS to lease its
surplus space to private partners such as UPS and
FedEx. The nature of the micro-warehousing does
not impair the mail security inside the USPS facility
because it only rents out the space and does not
expose the USPS facilities to external personnel.
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Leased Facilities
66% of facilities are leased and thus it is important to understand what is feasible in leased facilities and how
it might be different from owned facilities. Lease contracts with the USPS regulate a wide range of responsibilities for the landlord, including fixing damage in infrastructure (such as floors and roofs), and assuring building compliance with environmental requirements. USPS operation is not heavily bound by leasing contracts,
which provides opportunities to use the space as the USPS deems appropriate.
In addition, lease agreements haven’t imposed complex procedures on assignment and subleasing of the
facility for other purposes. The landlord must provide written form of consent to subleasing in 10 business
days. In theory, subleasing is allowed as long as it is reasonable. Appendix B describes the regulations for
subleasing.
Generally speaking, the current leasing contract doesn’t restrict the USPS leased facilities from installing new
machines or operating new businesses. However, new programs or services need to comply with the current
rules and obtain approval from the PRC.
What is being passed in Congress Now
On March 23rd, 2018, Senator Tom Carper introduced The Postal Service Reform Act of 2018.14 It is
designed to improve the financial situation and service performance of the USPS, as well as allow for development of new products and services. The reform will increase financial sustainability, improve postal service
and operations, prioritizes the postal customer with service improvements & protections, and also innovates
and modernizes existing business model. An example of the new potential business is shipping beer, wine
and distilled spirits. The bill means restrictions from the 2006 PAEA will be partially lifted.
In addition, with the innovative model, the USPS may be able to further decrease their net losses for the next
few years. Many of the ideas were not brand new, but inherited from previous reform acts which were not
passed. The struggle and continuous discussions in Congress have built the foundation for the 2018 Reform
Act. With many experienced experts and industry leaders pushing the legislation, the renovation of the USPS
is not a matter of whether or not it will happen, but a matter of when.
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V. Facility Types and Uses,
Vulnerable Facilities
Facility Types
There is a total of 39 owned facilities and 76 leased facilities in Allegheny County.15 Tables 2 and 3 below provide
the breakdown of the facilities by their type, and the average square footage of each type of facility. Facility type
is divided into two: single purpose and multi-purpose. Single purpose refers to those that only have one main
task, while multi-purpose facilities take on multiple tasks within the same facility. The most popular facility type in
Allegheny County is Main Post Offices, including both owned and leased facilities. In general, the leased spaces
are smaller than owned spaces; the average size is 9,647 sq. ft for an owned Main Post Office and 2,450 sq. ft
for a leased Main Post Office. Processing and Distribution Centers and Network Distribution Centers occupy the
largest spaces. Please refer to Appendix C for a description of each facility type.
Table 2. Leased Facilities in Allegheny County
Facility Type (Single Purpose)

Number of
Facilities

Average Internal Area
(sq. ft)

Avg. Site Area
(sq. ft)

Processing and Distribution Center

1

313,371

737,852

Administrative Office

3

17,805

73,406

Post Office Branch

12

3,815

11,204

Post Office Station

13

3,738

10,414

Finance Station

3

3,075

353,488

Main Post Office

34

2,450

10,275

Finance Branch

1

2,400

5,000

Finance

1

2,268

2,388

Retail

3

1,800

--

Parking Space

4

0

5,787

Facility Type (Multi-Purpose)

Number of
Facilities

Average Internal Area
(sq. ft)

Avg Site Area
(sq. ft)

Post Office Branch

1

35,748

132,000

Vehicle Maintenance Facility
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Table 3. Owned Facilities in Allegheny County
Facility Type (Single Purpose)

Number of
Facilities

Average Internal Area
(sq. ft)

Avg. Site Area
(sq. ft)

Carrier Annex

1

40,837

106,677

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

1

26,273

46,000

Main Post Office

14

9,674

58,486

Post Office Station

2

22,443

33,642

Post Office Branch

8

17,551

162,751

Administrative Office

4

10,287

33,126

Finance Station

1

9,570

11,541

Remotely Managed Post Office

3

4,601

7,805

Facility Type (Multi-Purpose)

Number of
Facilities

Average Internal Area
(sq. ft)

Avg Site Area
(sq. ft)

Processing and Distribution Center

1

520,717

989,073

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

1

52,272

52,272

Network Distribution Center

1

497,521

3,266,432

1

61,219

207,500

1

29,872

143,000

Main Post Office
Administrative Office

Vehicle Maintenance Facility
Finance Branch
Post Office Branch
Vehicle Maintenance Facility
Post Office Station
Vehicle Maintenance Facility
Facility of Focus
Our project is focused on the California-Kirkbride facility in the Northside. It is a USPS-owned multipurpose
facility that includes a processing and distribution center, a main post office, and administrative offices. In total,
the facility occupies 989,073 sq. ft, with 520,717 sq. ft of internal area. A separate vehicle maintenance facility is
located near the processing and distribution center occupying 52,272 sq. ft. Section VI provides further details on
the facility’s location and its potential for partnerships to achieve community resilience.
Vulnerable Facilities
A list of 3,700 vulnerable facilities in the U.S. are publicly available online. Vulnerable facilities are those that are
slated for reduced operating hours or closures. Details of the vulnerable facilities including name of the branch,
address, facility type, square footage, and operating hours are provided in Section IX for those in Allegheny
County. The following section refers to these facilities as “Priority Postal Locations” and are mapped out for the
City of Pittsburgh. This project aims to create implementable solutions that aid these facilities in maintaining operation and opening hours.
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VI. GIS Mapping and Analysis
Introduction to GIS
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a catch all term for any system that can store, manipulate and display
digital map data. In this project GIS practices were specifically used to identify vulnerable communities and priority
USPS locations. This section of the paper will describe the process and the results of our GIS methodology. It will
describe why we decided to use GIS, and how we defined vulnerable locations and priority USPS facilities.
GIS can be used to create a comprehensive look at city wide problems, such as poverty and food scarcity, in an
easy to understand visual format. In this project, maps are used to inform where certain issues are concentrated
in Pittsburgh and how specific areas of Pittsburgh, like the Northside, are affected. These methods can be applied
to any location, given that the geographic and demographic data is obtainable. As this project moves forward the
methodology and definitions of vulnerable locations described can be applied to locations all over the U.S.

Methodology
In addition to mapping the City of Pittsburgh to identify trends and vulnerable areas, a view of the surrounding
area leads to information on important trends. Pittsburgh is close to multiple state borders, which creates spillover effects. We settled on an area and philanthropic group called the Power of 32. This area includes Allegheny
County and the 31 closest counties surrounding it. This group has counties in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia
and Maryland. These counties are grouped together based on their similar challenges and opportunities. For
more information on why we chose the Power of 32, and data sources visit Appendix D.
Once the mapping process was complete we were able to analyze the maps and look for postal locations that
are in vulnerable communities to concentrate potential solutions. As part of our methodology, we defined poverty
more broadly than being below the poverty line because government subsidies can skew total income. Poverty
and vulnerability are defined by four factors that work together to hinder community growth16,17:
• Poverty: the number of households that are living below the federal poverty line in that block group. The federal poverty line is defined as an income of $25,100 per year or less for a family of 418
• Educational Attainment: the number of people in each block group, 25 or older, who have less than a high
school education.
• Employment Status: the number of people in that block group that are part of the workforce, willing and able
to work, and are 16 or older but who remain unemployed.
• Female Headed Households: the number of households in that block group that are run by a single mother.
The Power of 32 map looked at vulnerable places and what we called “Priority Postal Locations.” Priority Postal
Locations are defined as USPS facilities that are located in vulnerable areas but are also under review for possible closure or cutbacks. We wanted to be able to specifically denote these facilities because they fit both objectives of our project: promoting community resilience and supporting the USPS and its locations.
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Results
Power of 32
Figure 5 is a map of locations that fall into the Power of 32 area. The map shows Priority Postal Locations as
the primary focus. Owned and Leased Postal Locations were also mapped to show a comprehensive view
of the reach of the USPS. The map shows that Priority Postal Locations are in Mahoning County, Ohio and
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.
The maps on the next page zoom into the Pittsburgh level.

Figure 5. Postal Locations in Power of 32
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Pittsburgh
In this section, we focus specifically on the Priority Postal Locations in the City of Pittsburgh, where most of the
Priority Postal Locations are located within Allegheny County. Please refer to Appendix E for the mapping of
Allegheny County.
Figure 6. Poverty level

Figure 7. Educational Attainment

Figure 6 shows the number of households that are living
under the federal poverty line, broken down by block group,
in the City of Pittsburgh. Areas that have a darker shade
represent block groups with more households living below the
federal poverty line. It can be seen that many of the Priority
Postal Locations on the map do fall into or around high poverty areas, showing a strong link between vulnerable locations
and Priority Postal Locations. The California-Kirkbride location
is also mapped because of our focus on this location, even
though it is not considered priority.

Figure 7 shows the level of educational attainment for each
block group in Pittsburgh. It can be seen that in contrast
to having high poverty levels there are rather low amounts
of people with less than a high school education, that are
over the age of 25, in the City of Pittsburgh. There are block
groups that are close to the California Kirkbride Branch and
the Uptown branch that do have high levels of people without
a high school education.

Figure 8. Employment Status

Figure 9. Female-Headed Households

Figure 8 shows the employment status for each block group
in the City of Pittsburgh. As the color goes darker it means
that more people age 16 and above or unemployed in the
block group. Branches like the California-Kirkbride branch and
the Corliss Branch are directly in block groups that have high
unemployment.

Figure 9 shows the number of households that are ran by a
single mother in each block group in the City of Pittsburgh. It
can be seen that the block groups around the California-Kirkbride location and Corliss branch are both surrounded by high
levels of female headed households.
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With the mapping in mind, there are a few areas that stand out as being strong candidates for pilot projects.The
Uptown Branch is an example of a candidate for pilot programs based on its Priority Postal Location status and the
vulnerability of the block groups surrounding it. The Uptown Branch is a leased facility that occupies approximately 1,800 sq. ft of internal space. The facility is currently open for 7.5 hours during the weekday and closed during
the weekends. The block groups above the Uptown Branch have high levels of poverty, high unemployment, and
large amounts single mother households. As a positive, the areas surrounding the branch do indicate that many
people have received a high school level education. While the areas directly surrounding the Uptown Branch do
not necessarily qualify as vulnerable, the areas slightly further out are considered vulnerable based on our metrics.
The people in those further block groups likely use the Uptown Branch as their main post office given that it is the
closest facility in their area. Placing community resilience pilot programs in the Uptown branch will have a positive
impact on those people.
California-Kirkbride Branch Mapping
The branch that is the focus of this project does not qualify as “priority,” but is an example of a facility in a vulnerable location. To determine the vulnerability of the block groups around the California-Kirkbride postal location, the
images below illustrate the facility, four determinants of vulnerability, and surrounding areas within a 1 mile radius.

As the maps show, there are no Priority Postal Locations around California-Kirkbride that require attention. Looking at the maps above, it is easy to see that many of the block groups surrounding the California-Kirkbride location
have high levels of poverty, unemployment, and female headed households. Three of the four variables are very
prevalent around the California-Kirkbride branch, indicating the area is defined as vulnerable.
California-Kirkbride is not a priority location; however, we decided to focus on this facility for the following reasons.
The large facility size offers potential space to run pilot programs. In addition, it is surrounded by vulnerable block
groups and located in the area of interest: the Northside of Pittsburgh. This project is being supported by the Buhl
Foundation and the One Northside Initiative making the California-Kirkbride branch an ideal location to place innovative and creative solutions. Applying the framework of the Five Pillars in reference to building community resilience along with the facility in the Northside is the exact overlap we were looking for when beginning the project
(see Figure 1 in the Introduction). California-Kirkbride presents the opportunity to address needs in a vulnerable
area and strengthen the Postal facility as a cornerstone of the community.
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VII. Creative Reuse and Existing
Programs

Now that we have demonstrated why utilizing USPS infrastructures and delivery network are ideal for forming
partnerships and what areas are considered vulnerable, it is possible to move on to potential solutions. In our
research, we began with what was already in existence in Postal Services around the country and internationally,
which provided a starting point for considering more innovative options. The next section details creative reuse
projects that are already in place and what international examples of creative utilization exist. Then, existing
USPS programs that target community resiliency are outlined. By looking at what already exists, we were able to
take a different direction and provide new innovative solutions.

Creative Reuse: National and International Examples of Post Office Use
Creative reuse gives old buildings new life. Large spaces no longer operating for their original purpose are
attractive for artists, parks, shopping centers, restaurants, hotels, and other spaces that deliver high volume and
revenue for the community. While it is easy to re-imagine post offices that are owned by USPS and have been
shut down, it is more difficult to come up with possibilities for post offices that are still in use and leased or owned
by USPS. The short summary provided below looks into the remodel of some old post offices, and potential projects that are attractive options for leased post offices.
Rethinking the Large Facilities: Post Office
Overhauls
When large volume buildings, such as sorting
facilities and regional mailing centers, are no
longer in use they are attractive options for developers. One example is the Old Chicago Main
Post Office, which was originally built to handle
high volume department store orders. The 2.8
million square foot building will undergo renovations to turn into a working office space, complete
with gyms, cafeterias, and conference rooms for
tenants (see Figure 10). The rooftop will include
a large installation of green space. The project is
scheduled to be completed in early 2019.19
Figure 10. Mock-up of the Chicago Main Post Office

Another example of a large-scale renovation
is the Reading Post Office in Reading,
Massachusetts (Figure 11). The massive
space was built in 1917 and acted as a
historical landmark in the town. When the
USPS announced its vacancy, the town
worked with a local architecture firm to turn
the space into a housing building with 50
units and commercial real estate attachments. The firm worked to maintain the
historical integrity of the building while making
it functional for new tenants.20
Figure 11. Mock-up of the Reading Post Office
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Similar examples of post offices turned into community
buildings are:
• St. Louis, MI: redeveloped by public-private
partnership, used by Webster University, state
Court of Appeals, retail/food services, non-profit
offices, offices for public agencies
• Moynihan Station, NY: old Farley Post Office
redeveloped into train station in NYC
• Natchez, MS: Post office was converted into a
African American History Museum in the 1990s
• Devil’s Lake, ND: Post office is being used as
heritage center/for special community events
• Charlottesville, VA: Post office used as a downtown library
• U.S. Courthouse and Dallas Post Office: retained
ground floor, reused upper floors for hotel, office,
and condos
• Others have been developed into local government or school administration offices.21
Other Projects: What can we do in the Post Office
now?
The number of leased facilities far exceeds the number of owned facilities (as Table 1 previously demonstrated). In order for the post office to make an impact
in the community, it must take advantage of the space
it has leased and provide services to enhance community resilience.
One example of a project that works to reimagine
what can be done in community buildings is Project for
Public Spaces (PPS). From re-imagining bus stops to
holding seminars in libraries, PPS has looked at several different buildings and open spaces to determine
what will enhance community life. A theme across
many of the projects is providing comfortable places
to access WiFi. In low income areas, WiFi may be
inaccessible/too expensive for the average person. Yet
schools and work often require people to have access
to WiFi.22

International Examples
In places where there are fewer policy limitations, the
postal service is more flexible in the services that it
offers. International post offices and distribution networks are used for several different purposes, ranging
from government services to full commerce platforms.
Table 4 shows the range of services offered in other
countries, some of which overlap with what the U.S.
Postal Service already does:
Table 4. International Post Office Uses
Type of Service

What is offered

Government

Passports, notary services,
select service registration

Technology and
Communication

Public internet, fax/photocopy
services, public phones

Banking and
Financial

Check cashing, mobile phone
bill payments

Commerce

Online shopping, local travel
tickets, national lottery tickets

Safety and Security Retirement planning, insurance
services, community support
Other

Warehousing, advertisements
on vehicles

Conclusions
While the tenets of creative reuse have been applied
to closed USPS facilities, it is important to further explore areas where USPS has the potential to develop
partnerships and aid in strengthening the community.
International examples are helpful, but key policies
limit the use of ideas presented by international postal
services. There are already current services that aim
to build stronger communities, which is a great starting
point for building further partnerships with organizations to meet other community needs.

Another way PPS has used public space is by using
it as a meeting place for pillars of the community to
gather and discuss ideas. While this may not be feasible during closed hours due to the strict mail security
regulations, it is possible that community members
may have a small space to communicate events and/
or issues. A message board or other forms of communication may be helpful for leaders to determine
problems and possible solutions.
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Existing USPS Programs that Target Community Resilience
Even though policies restrict what can be done, USPS has already implemented programs that target community resilience. Below are two descriptions of existing programs that have been implemented to aid communities:
Stamp Out Hunger and Carrier Alert Program.
Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive
Stamp Out Hunger food drive is the largest one-day food drive across the nation. Every year, more than 10,000
cities and towns from all 50 states are involved in this program.23 It is led by a partnership between the National
Association of Letter Carriers (NCLA) and the Postal Service. Stamp Out Hunger began in 1992, and celebrated
its 26th anniversary in 2018.24
On the second Saturday of May, letter carriers around the country collect food left on doorsteps by household
donors and deliver them to local community food banks, shelter centers and pantries. Donors only need to place
the box of food (which must not be expired or rotten) beside their mailbox before the pick up date. The mail carriers then collect the boxes and deliver them to a food bank or shelter after sorting. Finally, with the help of food
banks and pantries, the boxed food is distributed to needy households in the area.
Figure 12. Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive

Mailmen, postal workers and volunteers from
different local community organization work together through Stamp Out Hunger to bridge the gap
between the food donors and the people who are in
need of food. Over the last 25 years, the program
has delivered more than 1,000,000,000 pounds
of food and given it to millions of people who are
struggling with hunger.25
Carrier Alert Program
Led by the Department of Human Services (DHS)
Area Agency on Aging (AAA), this program asks letter carriers from U.S. Postal Service to check daily
on elderly residents living by themselves. The letter
carriers indirectly check the health status by noting
collections of mail that have not been picked up.

If the mail begins to pile up, it is a sign of possible incapacitation, perhaps caused by an accident or illness. The
letter carriers file a report to AAA, who then handles the rest of the check-in.26 The program has a dual purpose:
provide community services for the older/handicapped residents, and improve the public impression of USPS.27
Participants can register for the program through their local Post Office, leaving their contact information to
ensure proper emergency protocol is followed.28 After registration, a letter carrier attaches a Carrier Alert symbol
to the participant’s mailbox. The symbol reminds others carriers to pay attention to any signs indicating safety
or health issues of the person at that particular household. If a mail carrier notices mail piling up or any other
indicator of sickness/an accident, they first use the contact form to call the participant directly, and reaches out to
the emergency contact listed from the information on the registration form. If there is no response from either, the
mail carrier notifies the social service agency who sends a representative for an in person check-in.
The program is of great value, especially given that the Postal Service reaches every household every day. Without any strenuous additional effort, mail carriers are providing safety checks on older residents.
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VIII. Solutions and Possible Pilot
Programs

Following research of existing programs, we began brainstorming possibilities for new potential partnerships
and/or projects aimed at building community resilience, based on the framework of the Five Pillars of ONS. The
solutions fell into two categories: small-scale solutions and large-scale solutions. Small-scale solutions are simple, virtually cost free ways to impact the community. Large-scale solutions require planning, pilot projects, and a
larger time/ financial investment. Future partnerships between the community and the USPS are critical to supporting and implementing any change in order to pursue either option,. Small- and large-scale solutions target
key community building areas found in the Five Pillars, including Health, Safety, Education, and Employment.

Small-Scale Solutions: Using “Cost Free” Solutions to Better Communities
USPS is bound by policy limitations and cost barriers for in-depth projects. While the resources and research will
continue to build pilot programs (such as the ones detailed in the next section), there are some immediate, smallscale changes that USPS can offer to improve the community. These initiatives focus on increased access to
information, which in turn brings more foot traffic to USPS facilities. Increasing community specific information at
post offices will connect people with the Postal Service in ways that make it invaluable; many USPS facilities are
already cornerstones in their local communities, but adding a layer of community engagement through simple
techniques furthers the need to keep post offices open and gives residents access to opportunities/resources
that may have been previously absent. With that in mind, Table 5 describes a few key examples of how USPS
can improve information access and community resilience:
Table 5. Small-Scale Solutions

Health

Building Better
Communities

Education

Employment

Offer free information
pamphlets on different
health issues/preventative
care

Surveys left out for
community organizations
(such as One Northside)
to gather information on
what people want and
need

Take a book, leave a book Bulletin board with job
libraries
postings/local help needs

Applications for SNAP
Benefits/Food Bank
services

Calendars with town hall
meetings and community
events

Brochures on afterschool
and other educational
programs

Information on workforce
development programs
(such as technical training institutes) or other
community workforce
programs

These “smaller” solutions also help implement some of the ONS and OnePGH goals. Including community surveys is one way to help organizations improve their own information and decision-making. The overall goal is to
use these small solutions to get residents more connected while solidifying Post Office facilities as a hub for the
community.
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Large-Scale Solutions: Food Programs
Solution 1: Partner with food banks to offer a monthly home delivery program. The delivery would be a box of
food staples for elderly residents living in poverty.
Solution 2: Allow local food banks and food delivery groups to rent a small space within USPS facilities, or
“micro-warehouse.” The space can be used for food collection and emergency food-aid.
Solution 3: Hold Farmers’ Markets in parking lots of USPS facilities.

Community Need

The USDA defines food deserts as areas that have
little or no access to fresh and healthy food, typically
found in impoverished areas.29 By distance, residents
who live in food desert areas are one mile from a grocery store in cities, and 10 miles from a supermarket in
rural areas. Affected areas often rely on smaller quickie
marts and fast food in place of other grocery stores,
which increases the risk of obesity and other health
issues. Hunger is also a byproduct of these areas;
processed and fast foods are the main sustenance, but
are lacking in necessary nutrients, cause weight gain,
and do not satiate appetites (see Appendix E for mapping of these areas). It is counterintuitive that hunger
and obesity go hand in hand, but in this instance both
are consequences of food deserts.
Pittsburgh itself experiences several food deserts.
According to a 2012 Department of Treasury, 47% of
people live in food deserts. Among mid-sized cities,
Pittsburgh ranks one of the highest percentages of
food insecurity. Economic downturns caused the main
grocery chain, Giant Eagle, to close its smaller stores
in favor of superstore destinations. Unfortunately,
smaller stores did not reopen when the economy
improved.
Even for the superstore destinations, which are often
found along bus lines, it is difficult for low-income
residents to carry heavy groceries for long distances.
Coupled with the difficult topography of Pittsburgh
(hills, valleys, rivers, and bridges), making the walk
to and from the bus stop or grocery store with heavy
bags is unrealistic for the average person, and much
less for people suffering from poor health. It is important that the city begin to address this problem for its
disabled and elderly citizens. To make matters worse,
food insecurity is increasing in Pittsburgh. More people
this year than last year will struggle to find reasonably
priced, healthy foods. Municipalities have cited restaurants as ways to improve access as an alternative to
grocery stores, but restaurants do little for low-income
residents.30

Recommended Solutions

Working with Food Banks
A strong potential for partnership has emerged between food banks and the post office. The extensive
delivery network and low cost makes the USPS an attractive option for food banks who are looking to reach
the homes of people who may need food assistance.
The network in place for last-mile delivery lends itself
to a home delivery program that addresses especially
vulnerable residents, such as the elderly, disabled, or
otherwise homebound population.
The Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank (GPCFB) attempts to address these at-risk populations
through several different programs. One such program
is the Commodity Supplemental Food Program (CSFP)
is a USDA organized food delivery program targeted
at elderly seniors living below the poverty line.31 The
program delivers a monthly box of non-perishable food
staples as well as a block of cheese. This is ideal for
the Post Office because the boxes are easily stored,
and the block of cheese requires only passive refrigeration. Previous delivery service with AmazonFresh has
already demonstrated that the Post Office is capable; it
is only a matter of expanding service to work with food
banks.
Figure 13. CSFP Logo

In this program, GPCFB and community action organizations would fund the delivery of CSFP boxes
to the homes of seniors. GPCFB would also receive,
label, and distribute boxes to processing facilities. All
that is required is a signature to collect the box, which
is reasonable given that the boxes will be delivered
to an elderly, homebound population. The data would
then need to be shared with GPCFB to keep track of
program numbers.
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To test out the delivery of CSFP boxes, there are 80
current CSFP recipients in the Northside area. The
target facility, California-Kirkbride, is located in the
area and has large processing capacity. Establishing a small pilot program where GPCFB supplies the
boxes for the residents participating in the CSFP for
the Northside is reasonable. The facility located in
the Northside lends itself well to the program, and the
number of participants is small enough that it is low
risk for a pilot program.
Figure 14. A sample of the CSFP Box

Micro Warehousing for Storage and Collection
Benefits
The Postal Service has already established the largest
single day food drive in the U.S. through its Stamp
Out Hunger program. In order to expand the program,
USPS can employ a more innovative approach. Stamp
Out Hunger relies largely on the volunteer time and
effort on the day of the program to sort and package
the food. If larger facilities can lease space out to food
banks willing to pay a monthly rental fee, the program can be expanded to more than once a year. An
example program would be a collection during the last
Sunday of every month of non-perishable foods stored
in boxes or bags. The boxes or bags would then be left
in the section rented by the food bank, to be picked up
and processed by food bank employees.
Many mail delivery vehicles begin and return to the
same facility, often empty at the end of the day. This
is an opportunity to better utilize the logistics chain
already in place at the Post Office. The additional
income from renting space would aid USPS financially, and the food banks are able to take advantage of
micro warehousing in other facets. If food delivery programs are also implemented, boxes could be dropped
off and stored in designated spaces. Microwarehousing to food banks is a mutually beneficial relationship
and helps to address the public health issue of food
deserts.

Micro Warehousing for an Emergency Food-Aid
Program
In conversation with 412 Food Rescue, a non-profit
organization in Pittsburgh, we were told that there are
often cases when local residents in the remote area
need immediate food aid that cannot be fulfilled. Instant response to remote areas is costly or sometimes
unachievable due to limited transportation capacity. In
those cases, it would be beneficial to have the postal delivery network take charge of such demands.
Creating an emergency aid program to address these
residents is a potential linkage for the USPS. The
emergency aid program will consist of three parts:
micro warehousing that allows non-perishable foods
inventory, an information system, and a data-center
based on the system.
If the food bank has already rented space for microwarehousing, the only requirement is an information
system that links the postal service, food bank and
the community together. If a request for food-aid is
received, the food bank can schedule a delivery via
the online system and have a Postal employee deliver
a food package on his/her regular route. Delivery data
collected by the information system will help inform
local health organizations. Based on the frequency
and magnitude of the emergency food-aid, the relevant
organizations can focus their resources in vulnerable
areas. The process is very simple and does not require additional personnel, which makes it an excellent
cost-neutral option.
Creating a space for Farmers’ Markets and Mobile
Food Trucks
Often food desert areas have limited access to fresh
produce. One solution would be to hold farmers’ markets in the parking lot during lunchtimes, which are the
most popular times of day for customers (Figure 15
demonstrates an example; small pop-up tents would
house vendors). Post offices tend to be in central locations, and are accessible in vulnerable areas. High foot
traffic at Post Offices additionally mean that customers
of many backgrounds regularly visit facilities, and thus
encounter facility parking lots. Farmers’ markets would
help drive more business to the facilities while offering
fresher food options to the community. A small rental
fee would be applied to use the location, further generating revenue for the Post Office.
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Benefits to the Community

Due to the central location of many postal facilities
and space within facilities, implementing programs will
aid the community in decreasing food insecurity and
addressing areas where food vulnerability is a major
issue. Working in the realm of food also addresses
some of the goals of the Health Pillar of the ONS
Initiative, namely:
• Health and wellness for infants and families
• Nutrition and fitness

Figure 15. An Outdoor Farmers’ Market

There is a necessary selection process for determining
where it would be possible to open farmers’ markets;
parking lots must be large enough to accommodate
customer parking as well as slots for vendors. Adding
this program should not affect normal postal operations or mail security. The facility should be commercial such that it brings in customers for postal services;
larger processing plants/sorting facilities may not
attract the same foot traffic as local facilities in familiar
neighborhoods. If the requirements are met, this program will address some of the issues with food deserts
and access to fresh foods.

Food solutions also target the “People” aspect of the
P4 framework developed by OnePGH. By engaging
new ideas that encourage higher access to food,
the Postal Service is helping meet some of the basic
needs of Pittsburgh residents.
Food access is a serious issue that affects
employment, education, and general wellness. By using Postal facilities to provide opportunity for a healthier lifestyle, the Postal Service strengthens
communities.

Large-Scale Solutions: Air Quality Monitoring
Solution: Place air quality monitoring devices on USPS vehicles to collect air quality data in areas where
trucks have daily routes.

Community Need

According to the American Lung Association, the
Pittsburgh-New Castle-Weirton, PA-OH-WV Combined
Statistical Area (CSA) ranked 8th for annual particle
pollution out of 184 metropolitan areas in 2015. In addition, the CSA ranked 17 out of 186 for 24-hour particle pollution, and 29 out of 228 for high ozone days.
As Figure 16 shows, the air quality in Pittsburgh has
improved significantly over time; however, the city has
still not been able to meet the air pollution standards.
The impact of air pollution on the community is realized by the prevalence of air pollution related health
conditions.32 In 2015, out of a population of approximately one million in Allegheny County, 26,000 had pediatric asthma, 102,000 had adult asthma, 94,000 had
cardiovascular disease, 69,000 had chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and 806 had lung cancer.33

This corresponds to 24 percent of the population being
diagnosed with health conditions that are related to air
pollution. Air pollution is a major health risk and can
benefit from the use of advanced technology to inform
public policy decisions.

Existing Technologies

One of the first steps in developing any solution to
tackle air pollution is to determine the type of pollutants and the level of pollution. There are three different
entities that are currently monitoring air quality levels
in Allegheny County – the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the Allegheny County Health Department (ACHD), and Carnegie Mellon University (CMU).
Each entity is supplementing to the work of the other
and strengthening the value of the data collected.
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Figure 16. EPA Air Quality Index for Allegheny County

The EPA has 13 air quality monitoring devices in
various locations in Allegheny County. These devices track air pollutants including CO2, NO2, Ozone,
PM2.5, PM10, and SO2. At the local level, the Allegheny County Health Department has taken initiatives
and set up their own air quality monitoring devices. In
addition, Carnegie Mellon University in collaboration
with SenSevere, a local start-up, developed the Real-time, Affordable, Multi-Pollutant (RAMP) air quality
measures, placed in 50 locations and supplements the
data being collected by the EPA and the ACHD. One of
the advantage of the local level efforts to measure air
quality is that it does not have regulatory requirement
and limitations as enforced on the EPA.

The map below shows the type of data that have been
collected using the Breathemobile between 2011 and
2014. The data was collected from 70 sites across the
county at different times of the day and in multiple seasons. Statistical methods were used to interpolate the
air quality between the sites. Figure 17 below shows
the level of black carbon around Allegheny County.
As the map shows, the highest concentration of black
carbon is found in communities in the river valley.
Figure 17. Breathemobile Measured Black
Carbon Concetration

Air quality data can be further refined if we are able to
collect data from every corner of the County, instead of
specific stationary locations. This can be achieved by
collecting air pollution data using a mobile air monitoring device. Such a device is used by Carnegie Mellon
University’s Breathe Mobile program. The Breathe
Mobile is a vehicle that has air quality laboratory within
the vehicle that collects real-time data on air pollutants
such as nitrogen oxide and black carbon. The data
collected from these monitors have been critical in
exposing the air pollution hot spots and its relation to
health risks.34
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Recommended Solutions

The examples mentioned above uses a single vehicle that drives around a specific location to collect air
quality data. What if there was a network of vehicles
that travelled around the County, six days a week? The
proposed solution suggests that air quality monitoring
device be placed in U.S. Postal Service vehicles to
collect air quality data from around the County. Tracking a pollutant requires the installation of box device
(17 inches wide) inside the vehicle secured on a rack
with a sensor connected to the outside of the vehicle.
A single pollutant tracking device requires 7kW of energy which can be powered using marine gel batteries.
The device tracks voltage which can be converted to
the concentration of the air pollutant in parts per million. The process of starting, stopping, and uploading
the data can be automated in order to limit the involvement of the USPS personnel.

data, ensuring data security, and so on.35 This business model requires very limited involvement by the
USPS. Once the device is set up, data will be collected
as part of the daily postal activity of the vehicles and
would not require additional labor hours. The USPS
can consider a collaboration with local programs such
as the Breathemobile. Such programs are looking for
ways in which to collect robust data. Thus, air quality
data collected from every single corner of the County
from six-days a week can be highly valuable to the
program. This would also limit the investment in new
equipment, since an already existing network will be
used for the purpose. Given the solution’s priority on
the public’s health, one potential source of funding for
the program is the Allegheny County Clean Air Fund
that collects fines from companies that violate the
county’s air pollution rules and invests the funds in air
quality improvement.

The Postal Service’s Role

Benefits to the Community

As the OIG suggests in their paper “The Postal Service and Cities: A “Smart” Partnership”, there are three
potential business models that the USPS can consider
– space leaser, data collector, and full-service provider. Mobile air quality devices cost about $10,000 per
device per vehicle. Given the high cost, the best business model for the USPS at the time would be space
leaser. As a space leaser the Postal Service would
rent space on its infrastructure for others to attach
sensors. The entity that they collaborate with will be
responsible for maintaining the sensors, collecting

The availability of concrete air quality data can open
up a lot of potentials for the direction of public health
policies. Information will be available on the specific
locations where the concentration of air pollution is
high and can thus target policy decisions to reduce the
level of pollution. Such a program can be very useful
to a county like Allegheny, that even after a lot of improvement is still considered a non-attainment county
in terms of particulate matter 2.5 and is ranked 8th on
the list of the countries most polluted regions.

Large-Scale Solutions: Using Solar Energy
Solution: Place solar panels on the roofs of large postal facilities to convert to renewable energy.

Community Need

Replacing electric power with clean, renewable energy
helps reduce a household’s utility bill and reduce its
carbon footprint, consequently decreasing the dependency on the grid. In recent years, communities in
Allegheny County have been harnessing the power of
sunlight and transitioning to solar energy. The county
ran a successful campaign, Solarize Allegheny, for two
years which led to an increase from 223 solar installation at the beginning of 2015 to 816 installations at
the end of 2017.36 This reflects the county’s interest in
converting to renewable energy sources and is aligned
with the OnePGH’s P4 framework, Planet. USPS facilities can further contribute to the communities interest
and reduce their own carbon footprint by converting
their energy source to solar.

Existing Projects

The USPS is committed to improving energy efficiency and decreasing energy consumption to reduce
emissions. They annually track and report each
facility’s energy consumption and GHG emissions,
establishing its leadership in sustainable development. In total, USPS facilities use approximately 22
trillion BTUs (British Thermal Units) of energy annually, incurring a cost of more than $500 million.37
According to the 2016 Sustainability Report, one of
the main goals of the USPS is to reduce emissions
from direct sources (USPS facilities and vehicles) and
indirect sources (purchased electricity and steam),
by 25 percent by 2025 relative to a 2015 baseline.38
One of the measures they have taken to achieve their
goals is to convert to solar energy. See next page for
two examples.
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International Example: Solar Panels on PostNL Sorting Centers

PostNL is one of the largest postal companies operating
in Benelux countries. It has unique physical presence and
strong network in Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg,
at the same time, it also provides services to other European countries such as Germany and Italy. It is reported that
PostNL is delivering 575,000 parcels and 9,000,000 letters
in the area.42

National Example: Los Angeles USPS
Processing and Distribution Center

The USPS has already implemented solar solutions to a
few of its facilities in California. One of the recent project
was in 2016 at the Los Angeles Processing and Distribution
Center. The facility installed approximately 35,000 solar
panels on its roof and a carport canopy in the parking lot,
covering more than 23 acres. The 11 Megawatt (MW) solar
energy system sends 10 MW back to the grid to the community after reserving 1 MW to satisfy its own consumption.
It is estimated that the clean energy system installed could
meet the annual energy usage of over 2400 households.39
The project is estimated that it could worth $10 million in
savings and extra revenue from excessive production.40 It
is estimated that the solar panel installation in the Processing and Distribution Center will bring a decrease in carbon
dioxide emission of 8.8 million tons each year, which is in
equivalence of 2,015 cars’ emissions.41

In June, 2016, PostNL and Eneco, a large energy supplier,
are working together to install solar panels on the roof of
19 PostNL parcel sorting centers. The project is estimated
to generate 4.8 million kWh of clean energy annually by
22,000 solar panels on roof, which could cover the energy
usage of 1,500 households. The renewable power generated from the system will be used to cover around 40%
of the facility’s own consumption. The managing director
from Parcels and Logistics of PostNL, Gerrit Mastenbroek
states that this project will help PostNL move an important
step to their sustainability development.43

Recommended Solution

We recommend that the Postal Service expand the installation of solar panels on the rooftop of their larger facilities’ (processing and distribution centers or network distribution centers) to other regions. This solution aligns with
the USPS’ goal to reduce emissions from their facilities. In addition to increasing the use of renewable energy to
generate enough energy for the facilities own usage, facilities may be able to generate excess energy that can be
sent back to the grid to support electricity use by community centers or households in the neighborhood. Alternatively, excess energy production can be stored by the facilities and provided to customers to charge their electric
vehicles in parking lot, or to charge cell phones.
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Benefits to the Community

There are four large USPS facilities in Allegheny County with potential space to install solar panels.
Table 6 provides the amount of space available at each facility, including at California-Kirkbride.
Table 6. Spaces for Potential Solar Installation
Address

Facility Type

Space Available for
Solar Panels

1001 California Ave.

Processing and Distribution Center

70,473 ft2

770 Trumbull Dr.

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

34,972 ft2

1136 Western Ave.

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

18,094 ft2

6360 Broad St.

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

30,656 ft2

According to the estimation based on day-to-day weather analysis from Google Project Sunroof, the California-Kirkbride facility has 70,473 sq. ft of roof space available for solar installation and 1,384 hours of sunlight
per year.44 This implies that approximately 1/10th of the facility is available for this recommended solution. In
addition to the roof space, the facility also has a large parking area that can be used for solar panel installation as in the case of the Los Angeles’ Distribution Center. Figure 18 below provides an aerial image of the
facility to provide an understanding of the magnitude of the California-Kirkbride facility.
Figure 18. Aerial View of California-Kirkbride Facility

California-Kirkbride has many opportunities to develop a partnership with solar panel providers in the
Northside. SolarCity, a subsidiary of Tesla that markets, manufactures, and installs residential and commercial solar panels is located in the Northside. Other Pittsburgh based solar companies include Energy
Independent Solutions and Scalo Solar Solutions.
It is important to note, that an investment in solar panels may result in a high initial cost to the USPS. However, if the USPS is able to fund the solar project through partnerships, then the solar panel project can
bring long-term benefits to both the community and the USPS. Based on Google Project Sunroof’s calculations, the California-Kirkbride can save approximately $60,000 in the next 20 years, under the assumptions
that the facility spends $500 on its electricity bills each month.
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Large-Scale Solutions: Wireless Internet Access as
a Means for Community Development and Support
Solution 1: Lease space to private companies and local telecom providers to install antennas and other
infrastructure that improves internet access.
Solution 2: Use public-private partnerships to increase access to high speed wireless service.
Solution 3: Install WiFi hotspots or partner with local telecom providers to increase high speed internet access,
particularly in remote areas.

Community Need

The U.S. is facing an internet divide that categorizes
households into two groups: those who have access
to reliable affordable high speed internet and those
who do not have access. It is important to note that
households with insecure and homeless people are
also unlikely to have reliable internet access; however,
the focus of the recommended solution is on access to
high speed internet to those with stable housing.
The lack of high speed internet at home is most prevalent in areas/households that identify as part of one or
more of the following groups: rural,low income, over 65
years of age, or with no high school
diploma.45, 46, 47, 48 According to the USPS Office of Inspector General, while the national broadband adoption rate is approximately 65%, the rate is much lower
for the above mentioned groups. For these vulnerable
groups the broadband adoption rates are as follows:
50% for rural households, 40% for low income households, 35% for households with those over 65 years,
and 24% for households with those who do not have a
high school diploma.49
The Federal Communications Commission data from
2016 shows that in Allegheny County a population of
11,280 do not have access to broadband services of
at least 25 Mbps download and 3 Mbps upload. This
reflects, 0.9 percent of the urban population and 1.6
percent of the rural population that do not have access
to these basic services.50

Recommended Solutions

We are recommending three ways in which the Postal
Service can leverage its presence in almost every
community, including the Northside, to expand wireless infrastructure and access for the communities it
serves.
Leasing Space for Private Companies to Install
Antennas and other Infrastructure
Wireless infrastructure includes small cells placed in
areas with high population density and towers built in
areas with lower population density. The USPS already
has a contract with American Tower to sublease antenna space to providers such as AT&T, Sprint, Verizon,
Cingular, and T-Mobile. Under this contract, the

Postal Service is housing 98 antennas at 58 facilities.
To further the success of this contract, the USPS could
also lease space for small cells.
Public Private Partnership to Increase High Speed
Wireless Service Provision
Besides leasing space for wireless providers to place
wireless infrastructure, increasing high speed wireless
service provision could also be accomplished through
a public-private partnership. There is some precedent
for city government partnerships with telecom companies in order to provide wider access to internet
service, although some of the opportunities pursued
may be outside the USPS budget.51 Still, the USPS
could consider modelling off of the baselines set by
other public private partnerships if appropriate funding
sources were found.52 It’s worth noting, public private
partnerships were proposed to USPS in 2009 as part
of the National Broadband Plan commissioned by
Congress and created by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). This solution has not reached the
implementation phase.53
WiFi Hotspots
A lower cost option that requires no major change to
infrastructure is installing wifi hotspots (also known as
wireless fidelity hotspots). Wifi hotspots are good supplements/substitutes for having a broadband connection at home or at work. As wi-fi coverage is less likely
in rural areas, wi-fi hotspots could help close service
gaps.54 Public library systems provide examples of
innovative wifi programs to increase internet access,
especially in rural areas. One of the most common is
wifi lending, where clients borrow a portable hotspot
that can be used to connect any wireless cable device
to the internet. Examples of devices to connect include
laptops, smartphones, and tablets.55

Benefits to the Community

Access to broadband has wide range of benefits to
the community. These include access to low-cost
online courses or even for students to complete assignments, access to medical information or to medical care through telemedicine, support for entrepreneurship and small business, and access to news on
presidential campaigns that keep the voters informed,
among others.56
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IX. Conclusions and Further
Research
General Conclusions

This report lays out the framework to develop a collaboration between the USPS and the community. For our
project, we applied the framework primarily to the Northside of Pittsburgh and focused on three main solutions:
food, energy/environment, and technology. However, the same frameworks and solutions can be expanded to
regions beyond the Northside where there are overlaps between vulnerable communities and the location of
postal facilities.
In summary, the frameworks includes the following four steps:
1. Identification of a priority postal locations.
2. Identification of vulnerable communities and their needs.
3. Development of solutions that meet the community needs and can be feasibly implemented by the USPS.
4. A partnership between local organizations and the USPS.
In addition, to determine the feasibility of a solution, it is important to answer three main questions:
1. Is there a need for the solution in the community?
2. How much involvement is required by the USPS?
3. Can the USPS partner with local organizations to strengthen community resilience?
A strong solution is one that addresses the need of the community without adding significant financial burden to
the USPS or labor burden to their employees. In addition, the aim of the collaboration is to strengthen community
resilience; therefore, ideally a solution will propose a partnership with local organizations.
This project simply scratches the surface of potential partnerships and possibilities. In order to continue research
and enable further innovations, there is a strong need to collaborate with USPS, especially around data collection. All scenarios are hypothetical until a collaborative effort between the research team and the USPS can be
established so that all information/data is correctly collected, shared, and analyzed.
Despite project limitations, it is still important to note what has been accomplished. Establishing a methodology
for defining vulnerable areas is an important step in reaching the full potential between USPS and community
linkages; the process we have created is an excellent starting point for further honing in on community vulnerability and important characteristics of communities.

Areas for Further Research

For our project, we had limited access to facility-level data; therefore, we were unable to conduct a thorough analysis for the report, especially to identify underutilized postal facilities where the proposed solutions could be implemented. Our project focused on Priority Postal Locations that were available online. Ideally, a priority location
is identified ahead of time so that the USPS can implement one or more of the solutions proposed to increase the
facility’s utilization and avoid the risk of closure. We considered two methodologies to determine whether a facility
is underutilized: i) operating hours of a facility and ii) energy consumption by a facility. The proposed methodology and data for each method is provided below. Further research and analysis needs to be carried out for both
methodologies, to develop a final robust design to determine underutilized facilities. Specifically, a collaboration is
required with the USPS, in order to collect facility-level data that can inform the methodology.
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Operating Hours of a Facility

Table 7 provides a list of facilities that are slated for potential cutbacks or closure.57 Given the station/branch name,
we researched the address for the facility and its corresponding hours of operations. We hypothesize that a facility
will reduce its hours of operation if they are underutilized. As the table below shows, the Etna branch, Homewood
branch, Millvale station, and West Mifflin branch operate for five hours or less during the week. The Uptown branch
which has comparatively higher hours of operation during the week (7.5 hours), is closed during the weekend. One
of the facilities, Corliss branch, that was listed as a facility under evaluation has already shut down. The post offices
mentioned above all operate for shorter hours than normal operating hours (8 hours); therefore, we predict that
these facilities are underutilized. Given information on operating hours, further research on individual facilities need
to be carried out to determine if the facilities with low operating hours are in fact underutilized and whether there are
repurposing opportunities that can be applied to the facilities to increase operating hours.
Table 7. Facility Operating Hours
Station Branch/
Name

Address

Facility
Type

Internal Area
(sq. ft)

Weekday
Hours

Saturday
Hours

Allegheny
Station

395 Federal St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15212

leased

12,347

8

2

Arsenal Branch

186 42nd St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15201

leased

3,221

6.5

2

Brookline
Station

612 Brookline Blvd
Pittsburgh, PA 15226

leased

2,721

6

3

Corliss Branch

651 Hillsboro St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15204

leased

761

Etna Branch

335 Butler St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15223

leased

2,343

3

3

Homewood
Branch

566 Brushton Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15208

--

--

4

3

Millvale Station

205 Lincoln Ave.
Millvale, PA 15209

--

--

5

2

Mt. Lebanon

1099 Bower Hill Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15243

owned

7,340

8

3

Neville Island
Branch

--

--

--

--

--

Uptown Branch

1402 5th Ave Ste 1,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219

leased

1,796

7.5

closed

Veteran's
Hospital Branch

--

--

--

--

--

West Mifflin
Branch

5001 Homeville Rd
West Mifflin, PA 15122

--

--

4.5

3

Wilkinsburg Carrier Facility

1025 Hay St Ste A,
Pittsburgh, PA 15221

leased

2,268

8

3

permanently permanently
closed
closed

Note: Information is missing if the address for the branch/station name could not be found, or the facility was not listed in
the publicly available facilities list.
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Energy Consumption of a Facility

To determine underutilization based on energy consumption of a facility, we will need two main USPS facility level
data including energy consumption and gross square footage. The gross square footage is publicly available on
the USPS website. The energy consumption data is not publicly available and needs to be requested by the U.S.
Postal Service.58 We hypothesized that facilities of the same size will have similar energy use intensity. If a facility is
using less energy per square footage compared to the average, then the facility may be underutilized. The proposed methodology is as follows:
1. Create a subset of the USPS facility list, based on similar climate zone, type (for example distribution center vs.
vehicle maintenance center), and internal square footage. Note that facility type needs to be normalized based
on the inventory of energy intense equipment and machinery that can vary even between the same facility
type.59 This step is important to ensure that the comparison is being made between facilities that are similar to
each other.
2. Calculate energy use intensity (EUI) at the facility level using data on energy consumption and gross square
footage of each facility within the created subset
3. Compare the EUI of each facility against the average EUI of all facilities under analysis.
4. A facility will be identified as underutilized or overutilized based on where they fall within the distribution of EUI
for all facilities.
As a preliminary step to develop a robust methodology, we requested data from the USPS on 13 facilities with the
following attributes: i) facility size greater than 300,000 sq. ft, ii) processing and distribution center, and iii) climate
zone five. These attributes were chosen for their similarity to our facility of focus, California Kirkbride Processing
and Distribution Center of size 520,717 sq. ft in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (highlighted in the table below). Table 8
presents the list of facilities for which information was requested. Based on our criteria, the 13 facilities were located in Pennsylvania and Ohio.
Table 8. Potential Facilities for Analysis
Address*

Facility Type

Internal Area
(sq. ft)

3055 Crescentville Rd
Cincinnati, OH

owned

523,683

1591 Dalton Ave
Cincinnati, OH

owned

305,549

2400 Orange Ave Rm 419
Cleveland, OH

owned

437,550

2323 Citygate Dr.
Columbus, OH

owned

734,756

1425 Crooked Hill Rd
Harrisburg, PA

owned

609,000

17 S Commerce Way Rm 400
Lehigh Valley, PA

owned

315,857

1902 Byberry Rd
Philadelphia, PA

owned

440,204

7500 Lindbergh Blvd Rm 30403
Philadelphia, PA

owned

910,059

300 Brush Creek Rd
Warrendale, PA

owned

497,521

1001 California Ave Rm 2001
Pittsburgh, PA

owned

520,717

1000 W Valley Rd.
Southeastern, PA

owned

318,155

850 Twin Rivers Dr Fl 1
Columbus, OH

leased

514,815

51 Pennwood Pl Ste 300
Warrendale, PA

leased

313,371

*Philadelphia/Southeastern city fall in Climate Zone 4; they are included to get a reasonable sample size for the analysis
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For the preliminary analysis, a careful case study needs to be carried out for the 13 facilities after the completion
of step 4. If the EUI is below the average, then the facility will be identified as having “surplus space”, and if the
EUI is above the average then the facility will be labelled as overutilized. We will then conduct a case study on
each facility to determine the exact categorization for the facility based on other facility-related characteristics.

Next Steps

This report represents the first phase of a multi-phased investigation. Concurrently with the research conducted
and conveyed here - a series of stakeholder engagement activities have been initiated to assess what experts
from the postal domain could envision as possible - or even desirable as it pertains to the adaptation of facilities
and services. The most significant engagements have been: a “visioning charette” with postal system experts to
identify parameters and building blocks for a strategy co-hosted by The Schar School of Public Policy and The
Postal Innovation Platform; and the sponsorship of the 2018 Postal Vision 2020 Conference. Next steps of this
inquiry will include:
• The modification and refinement of findings to inform a pilot strategy relevant to facility type, ownership, and
location through the summer of 2018 in partnership with The Remaking Cities Institute. Extrapolated insights
will inform a business model to scale nationwide focusing on targeted communities and facilities.
• The design and and production of a first of a kind “Postal and Places Forum” to bring together experts and
resources from both place-based /economic development and postal domains to co-design and prioritize a
series of interventions and initiatives of mutual interest further informing a pilot project strategy.
• The crafting of a specific strategy for implementation in Pittsburgh’s Northside leveraging the resources and
capacity of the One Northside Initiative and The City of Pittsburgh’s Resilience Plan, and the USPS’ smart
city objectives.
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XI. Appendices
Appendix A

USPS Governance

The Board of Governors was formed under the Postal Reorganization Act (PRA) of 1970 and gave the U.S. Postal
Service the opportunity to be managed like a business. The Postmaster General is appointed by the 9 independent Governors. The Deputy Postmaster General is appointed by all of the 10 Board members. The 9 independent
Governors are appointed by the President with consent from the Senate, and serve a term of 7 years.
The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) is an independent agency that was also established during the Postal
Reorganization Act of 1970 and has regulatory oversight over the Postal Service. One of the roles of the PRC is
to authorize the Board of Governor’s request to add, remove or reclassify products and services offered by the
USPS. The PRC also played a critical role in determining the fate of the current non-postal products and services
when the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act (PAEA) of 2006 was being written. The PAEA eliminated the
USPS’s authority to offer non-postal services. However the PRC grandfathered in the ability to offer non-postal
services available on or before January 2006.1 Under the current law, the USPS can introduce new non-postal
products if they fall under the umbrella of one of the grandfathered non-postal services and if it is approved by the
PRC.

Appendix B

Enumeration of PAEA

Section 101 of the PAEA offers clear definitions for both postal service and products2:
“(5) ‘postal service’ refers to the delivery of letters, printed matter, or mailable packages, including acceptance, collection, sorting, transportation, or other functions ancillary thereto;
‘(6) ‘product’ means a postal service with a distinct cost or market characteristic for which a rate or rates are,
or may reasonably be, applied”
In Section 102, the PAEA opens a potential channel for additional USPS business options with prudent inspection
by the PRC:
‘‘(3) Not later than 2 years after the date of enactment of the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act,
the Postal Regulatory Commission shall review each non-postal service offered by the Postal Service on
the date of enactment of that Act and determine whether that non-postal service shall continue, taking into
account— (A) the public need for the service; and (B) the ability of the private sector to meet the public need
for the service.
(4) Any non-postal service not determined to be continued by the Postal Regulatory Commission under
paragraph (3) shall terminate.
(5) If the Postal Regulatory Commission authorizes the Postal Service to continue a non-postal service under this subsection, the Postal Regulatory Commission shall designate whether the service shall be regulated under this title as a market dominant product, a competitive product, or an experimental product.’’

1
2

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-13-216
https://www.prc.gov/sites/default/files/references/pl109-435paea.pdf.
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Services and Classifications

The table below summarizes all services reviewed by the PRC from 2006 to 2008.3

USPS Service Classification As of 2008

3

Postal Services

1. Address Management Services
2. Customized Postage
3. Greeting Cards
4. International Money Transfer Service (IMTS)
5. ReadyPost
6. Stamp Fulfillment Services

Non-postal Services - Market Dominant

1. Affiliates for Website
2. Affiliates—Other (Linking Only)
3. FedEx Drop Boxes
4. Licensing Programs Other than Officially Licensed
Retail Products (OLRP)
5. Meter Manufacturers Marketing Program
6. MoverSource
7. Philatelic Sales

Non-postal Services - Competitive

1. Electronic Postmark
2. Non-Sale Lease Agreements (Non-Government)
3. Officially Licensed Retail Products (OLRP)
4. Passport Photo Service
5. Photocopying Service
6. Training Facilities (In Part)
7. Warranty Repairs Program (In part, subject to review
in Phase II)

Nonpostal Services - Not Authorized

Stored Value Cards

Not Services Under 39 U.S.C. § 404(e)

1. Asset Forfeiture Fund
2. CMC Transportation Asset Management
3. Consumer Fraud Fund
4. Debt Collection Act (from employees)
5. Equal Employment Opportunity Processing
6. Emergency Preparedness Appropriations
7. Freedom of Information Act, Privacy Act Fees
8. Forfeiture Proceedings/Civil Penalties
9. Inspection Service Reimbursements
10. Interest Income
11. Interest on Escrow Accounts
12. Interest on Overdue Accounts Receivable
13. Mail Recovery Center
14. Migratory Bird Stamps
15. Mortgage Interest
16. Non-Sale Lease Agreements with Government Agencies
17. Notary Public
18. Parking Fees from Employees
19. Passport Application Acceptance
20. Real Property and Equipment Sales
21. Repurchase of Debt
22. Sale of Securities/Debt Repurchase
23. Service-wide Costs
24. Sexually Oriented Advertising List
25. Unclaimed Merchandise
26. Vehicle Supplies/Service to Government Agencies

https://www.prc.gov/Docs/61/61647/Order_No_154.pdf, appendix 1.
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Lease Terms and Conditions

Term #4 Alteration and Restoration of Leased Facilities4:
a) The Postal Service shall have the right to make alterations, attach fixtures and erect additions, structures
and install, flags or signs in or upon the Premises or common areas; which fixtures, additions, structures,
flags or signs so placed in, upon or attached to the Premises or common areas shall be and remain the
property of the Postal Service and may be removed or otherwise disposed of by the Postal Service at any
time and from time to time, including, without limitation, at the end of the term or any renewal term, subject
to the provisions of Section 4b below.
b) Upon expiration or termination of this Lease, the Postal Service shall remove its personal property and
restore the Premises to a “broom clean” condition with any systems and structures for which the Postal
Service is responsible (under the Maintenance Rider attached to this Lease) in working order. Except as
provided to the contrary in the immediately preceding sentence, the Postal Service shall not be responsible
to restore any condition due to reasonable and ordinary wear and tear, damages by the elements, or by
circumstances over which the Postal Service has no control. The Postal Service at its sole option may, prior
to the expiration or termination of the Lease, remove any or all of the alterations or improvements or elect
to abandon the alterations or improvements in or on the Premises. If the Postal Service elects to abandon,
the abandoned alterations and improvements shall become the property of the Landlord and the Postal
Service shall be relieved of any liability in connection therewith; provided, however, if following expiration of
the Lease the Postal Service enters into a new lease agreement with Landlord to remain in the Premises,
the Postal Service shall have continued responsibility for maintenance of such alterations or improvements
which were installed by the Postal Service during the term of this Lease (and not by Landlord) in accordance
with the Maintenance Rider attached to this Lease.
Subleasing and Contracts:
The Postal Service may sublet all or any part of the Premises or assign this Lease only with the prior written
consent of Landlord, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned, or delayed, but the Postal
Service shall not be relieved from any obligation under this Lease by reason of any subletting or assignment. If Landlord fails to respond in writing to a written request to sublease or assign from the Postal Service within 10 business days after receipt by Landlord of the Postal Service’s written request, Landlord shall
be deemed to have consented to such sublease or assignment, as applicable.

Results of PAEA: What was kept, what was terminated

The common criteria used to set apart postal services from non-postal services includes public needs, market
size, substitutions in the private sectors and potential competition. In addition, the Commission will investigate
case-by-case if they have conflicted opinions with the USPS or other parties. For example, it was difficult to distinguish philatelic sales from regular stamp sales, and since the nature of stamp was so relevant to the already-determined postal services, the USPS believed it should be characterized as postal service. While the PRC pointed
out that the handling and shipping cost of catalog orders were not related to mail delivery. Thus, it is still categorized independently as a market dominant special postal service (falls in the category of non-postal service).
To answer these questions, the PRC investigated 22 out of 47 services provided by the USPS at the time. Six of
them were classified as postal services and 16 were qualified as non-postal services while the remaining 25 were
not subject to review under section 404(e).5 Among all non-postal services, the PRC only terminated the stored
value cards service.
The reason why the PRC rejected the stored value cards was twofold. First, the service was not an offering by the
USPS “as of January 1, 2006”, thus did not fall into the scope set by the PAEA to decide on. The USPS previously
offered reloadable stored value cards to purchase USPS products and services but suspended the program 2003
because of a decline in usage. There was a separate category of prepaid phone cards, which did exist as of January 1, 2006. After considering other factors for a non-postal services, the PRC reached the conclusion that there
was no strong public need for that service and therefore terminated the prepaid phone cards as the only rejected
non-postal service.
4
5

https://auspl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/USPS.New_.Single.Tenant.Lease_.Form-3-17.pdf
https://www.prc.gov/sites/default/files/pr/PRC%20Rules%20on%20Nonpostal%20Services.pdf
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Appendix C
The table below provides a list of the facilities types in Allegheny County and their descriptions.
Facility Type

Description6

Processing and Distribution Center

A central mail facility that distributes and dispatches part or all of both
incoming mail and outgoing mail for a designated service area. It also
provides instructions on the preparation of collection mail, dispatch
schedules, and sorting plan requirements to mailers.

Network Distribution Center

A highly mechanized and automated mail processing facility. The facility
handles the distribution of local (turnaround) and destination Standard
Mail, Periodicals, and Package Services pieces, handles surface transfer center containerization and dispatch operations of outgoing and
incoming Priority Mail, First-Class Mail, Periodicals, and Standard Mail
pieces, and serves as consolidation points.

Vehicle Maintenance Facility

A USPS repair shop and garage that maintains postal vehicles and provides support documents for vehicle cost and accounting reports.

Carrier Annex

A facility generally housing only carrier operations that does not provide
retail services such as a Post Office, station, or branch. For drop shipment, a carrier annex is considered a delivery unit.

Main Post Office

The primary postal facility in a city where a Post Office uses subordinate Post Office stations, Post Office branches, and other facilities.
It provides complete services to a geographic area and is generally
where the postmaster is domiciled.

Post Office Station

A unit of a main Post Office that is within the corporate limits of the city
or town of the main Post Office unlike a Post Office branch.

Post Office Branch

A unit reporting to a main Post Office that is outside the corporate limits
of the city or town of the Post Office unlike a Post Office station.

Remotely Managed Post Office

A Post Office that offers part-time window service hours, is staffed by a
Postal Service employee, and reports to an Administrative Post Office.7

Administrative Office

A Post Office that has administrative control of or responsibility for:
a contractor-operated retail facility, a classified station or branch, or
another Post Office.8

Financial Branch

A non-delivery post office branch or post office station that accepts mail
from customers and provides services to customers and handles their
mail.

“Glossary of Postal Terms: Publication 32” United States Postal Service. July 2013.
https://about.usps.com/manuals/elm/html/elmc1_003.htm
8
https://about.usps.com/manuals/elm/elmc1.pdf
6
7
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Appendix D

Why the Power of 32?

Mapping the Power of 32 is beneficial for the following reasons:
• The Power of 32 focuses on 6 areas of interest that are similar to the areas of interest for this project. Similar
areas of interest include:
• Economy
• Environment
• Community and People
• The program connects business leaders, governments, and nonprofits to achieve its goals, similar to what we
are doing in this project

Data Sources and Extra Information

Determining Local Focus
Once we determined our locational focus we began the mapping process. All data for the Pittsburgh area mapping
was obtained from the Western Pennsylvania Regional Data Center (WPRDC). The data for the Power of 32 map
came from the WRPDC, state specific databases, and Census Bureau GIS data.
Data for Facilities
Data for USPS facilities locations was necessary to complete the mapping process. We used a database that
showed where all the USPS facilities were located in the United States and filtered down to the areas in our two
different mapping locations. This database was accessed through the USPS website. For the Pittsburgh specific
map, all USPS facilities were mapped. For the Power of 32 map all the facilities that were slated for review, meaning they could be closed or experience cutbacks soon, were shown on the map.
Data for Determining Vulnerability
The data was used to determine vulnerable places at the block group level, divisions of census tracts which are
the smallest area that the Census collects data for, was obtained from the US Census Bureau.9
Methodology
There were multiple steps taken to map the two different locational areas:
• Mapping the appropriate county/city outlines on the maps
• Placing the roads in those areas onto the maps
• Inputting the different USPS locations on the maps
• Defining locations as owned by the USPS or leased by the USPS
• Adding in layers that showed vulnerability and food scarcity
Choropleth maps, which use shading within predefined areas to illustrate average values within those areas, were
created to represent chosen variables - poverty, educational attainment, employment status, and female headed
households. Vulnerable areas were then selected based on an area having a large incidence of at least three of
these four variables.

9

https://www.census.gov/geo/reference/gtc/gtc_bg.html
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Appendix E

Allegheny County Maps
Educational Attainment

Employment Status
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Food Desert Maps

Income and Grocery Store Access
Looking at the map below, a pattern emerges. Grocery
stores are more concentrated in medium to high-income areas. This is not an exact pattern, as there are
stores in lowincome areas and high income areas that
lack stores, but for the most part there are a significant
amount of light pockets on the map that have few or no
grocery stores.
Unfortunately, income is a determinant of food access.
Using Postal facilities to supplement areas of low
income can make up for some of the patterns above;
next to the Central Business district is a concentrated
area of low income with access to a Postal facility. That
facility, located in downtown Pittsburgh, would be an
excellent location for local Farmers’ Markets.
Facilities like the one in Homewood or the North Side
may be more suitable for programs like a grocery delivery service. Aging populations living in that area have
little access to food, as bus lines are limited and the
topography makes walking difficult. Testing out a CSFP
delivery program in those areas is very beneficial to
older residents.

Obesity and Grocery Store Access
One interesting metric to look at is the relative rate of
obesity and the location of grocery stores/post offices.
The conclusion is that food deserts lead to higher rates
of obesity. The map above shows support both for and
against this pattern. The Central Business District has
both a high rate of obesity and a high density of grocery
stores, with a singular post office. This is consistent
with the area; it is a significant amount of office work
and restaurants. It is not conducive to a healthy lifestyle.
However, in other areas, there is a clear pattern. Near
the Strip District, over in the Perry/Marshall Area, and
over in Homewood/Larimer there are high concentrations of obesity and few grocery stores. All relevant areas are circled on the map. This is consistent with other
conclusions about food deserts; they are low-income
areas with a struggling economy. Food deserts contribute to the social struggle in these neighborhoods.
Locations that have access to Postal facilities, high
rates of obesity, and limited density of grocery stores
are ideal for testing out some of the food pilot programs
mentioned in Section VIII.
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